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It's hard to believe something as simple as a weight on a string can work magic. A pendulum is a

powerful tool, yet small enough to carry around and use anytime. With just a few minutes of

practice, anyone can start using it. Using the easy techniques in this book, you can use a pendulum

for guidance, self-improvement, psychic development, and a wealth of other practical purposes. 

Locate lost objects Gain insight on any decision Test food for freshness or allergens Change bad

habits Resolve health issues Diagnose car or appliance problems Communicate with spirits Explore

past lives  Once you've mastered the basics, you'll learn more advanced pendulum techniques,

including little-known methods that can be used to help you achieve any goal you desire.
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Richard Webster was born and raised in New Zealand. He has been interested in the psychic world

since he was nine years old. As a teenager, he became involved in hypnotism and later became a

professional stage hypnotist. After school, he worked in the publishing business and purchased a

bookstore. The concept of reincarnation played a significant role in his decision to become a

past-life specialist. Richard has also taught psychic development classes, which are based on many

of his books. Richard's first book was published in 1972, fulfilling a childhood dream of becoming an

author. Richard is nowÂ the authorÂ of over a hundred books, and is still writing today. His

best-selling books include Spirit Guides & Angel Guardians and Creative Visualization for

Beginners.Â Richard has appeared on several radio and TV programs in the United States and



abroad including guest spots on Hard Copy, WMAQ-TV (Chicago), KTLA-TV (Los Angeles),

KSTW-TV (Seattle) and the Mike and Matty Show (ABC). He currently resides in New Zealand with

his wife and three children. He regularly travels the world to give lectures, workshops and to

continue his research.

The pendulum is a small weight suspended on a piece of thread, chain, or cord. Many people use a

wedding ring hanging on a piece of thread. This is what my mother used. A paperclip attached to a

piece of thread also works well. When giving talks on this subject to groups of people, I frequently

hand out paperclips attached to a length of thread to allow everyone in the audience to experiment. 

Commercially made pendulums are readily available at bookstores and New Age shops. They are

available in every conceivable shape and size. I have a huge collection of pendulums, as my family

frequently buy me ornamental type pendulums for birthdays and Christmases. They all work well.  I

must admit, though, that my favorite pendulum is a commercially made one known as a Mermet

pendulum. AbbÃ© Mermet was a French priest who performed miracles with his pendulum. From

Geneva, he was able to locate water in South America, and find missing people and animals

anywhere in the world. He even helped with archaeological researches in Rome. The Vatican

ultimately recognized him for his remarkable ability with the pendulum.  Choosing a Pendulum  The

right pendulum for you is anything that looks attractive and is comfortable to hold and use. Ideally,

the pendulum should weigh approximately three ounces and be roundish in shape, preferably

moving down to a point at the bottom. When you start looking for a pendulum, you will be amazed at

the variety of items that could be used in this way. A plumb bob from a hardware store works well. A

button attached to a piece of thread makes a good pendulum. So does a piece of crystal attached to

a chain. Lead crystal works well, but many people prefer quartz crystal because of the natural

energies they provide. A crystal pendant that you can wear as jewelry makes a good choice, as you

have it available for use at any time. Crystal pendulums are particularly good for healing work. 

Some of the commercially made pendulums have a hollow compartment inside them. They are

called "sample pendulums." The idea of these is to place a small sample of whatever it is you are

searching for inside the compartment before starting to dowse. If you are searching for water, you

can insert a few drops of water into this compartment. Insert oil if looking for oil, and gold when

searching for gold. The Mermet pendulum has one of these compartments. The hollow

compartment is not essential, but can be useful at times (see examples, Figure 1A below).  Almost

anything will serve as a pendulum, but it is a good idea to have a special instrument that you use

only for dowsing or magical work. At different times I have used car keys, jewelry and anything that



could be suspended from a chain or thread. However, whenever possible, I prefer to use one of my

special pendulums, because they are familiar, comfortable and easy to use.  Whenever choosing a

pendulum for myself, I hold it and ask: "Is this pendulum in harmony with me?" If I receive a positive

response, I will buy it.  Making Your Own Pendulum  Many people prefer to work with a pendulum

that they have made themselves. There is a lot to be said for this, as part of your energies naturally

go into anything you design or make.  Take your time and choose the materials carefully. You might

prefer a natural material, such as wood or crystal. One member of a dowsing society I belong to has

a beautiful pendulum that she made out of a seashell. You might like to carve a pendulum out of

lucite, or search for a small attractive object that is the right weight and shape for you. You might

choose a fishing sinker or a cotton reel. Some people look for something strange and exotic; others

simply want something functional that will do the job. Aesthetically, all that really matters is that the

weight you choose is pleasing to look at, or has some personal meaning to you.  You need to be

careful with metal weights. This is because metals usually act as conductors, and this can affect the

readings you obtain when using them. Copper and aluminum do not make good pendulums. If

possible, choose a material that is not a conductor, such as wood, glass or plastic.  The weight

should ideally be symmetrical. This makes for good balance, which makes the pendulum more

sensitive and easier to use. Round, spherical, and cylindrical shapes are the best.  Once you have

chosen the weight, you need to choose something to suspend it from. Cotton or silk thread, string,

cord, hair, and jewelry chains are the most commonly used items. I have also seen pendulums

suspended from a leather thong, macramÃ©, and braided plastic. Thread, string and cord have the

advantage of being easily replaced when necessary. All that matters is that the weight hangs freely,

and that the cord does not impede the movement of the pendulum. Attach the cord to your weight,

and you are ready to start.  You might want to buy or make a small bag to keep your pendulum in.

This makes it easier to carry around and there is less risk of the cord or chain becoming tangled. A

pendulum that is protected in this way is also less likely to pick up negative energies. If you make

your own pendulum, you might want to make a bag to carry it in as well. Alternatively, suitable bags

are readily available at New Age stores in a variety of materials and colors.  How to Operate a

Pendulum  It is usually best to start working with a pendulum on your own. Unless you have friends

with similar aims and interests as you, you will find the presence of other people distracting when

you first start. You will progress more quickly when you practice on your own. There will be plenty of

time to demonstrate your new skill to others after you have used your pendulum for a few weeks,

and become comfortable with it.  Most people prefer to use a pendulum using the same hand that

they write with. Practice with both hands, but start your experiments with your right hand, if you are



right-handed, and your left if you are left-handed.  If you are sitting down, rest your elbow on a table

and hold the thread or chain of your pendulum between your thumb and first finger, using the least

amount of pressure possible. Your elbow should be the only part of your body in direct contact with

the table. Make sure that your stomach or other hand is not inadvertently touching the table. The

palm of your hand should be facing downward, and the pendulum should be hanging about a foot in

front of you. If you are standing, the best position is to have an angle of ninety degrees at the elbow,

so that your forearm is parallel to the ground.  Make sure that your hands and legs are uncrossed. If

you subconsciously protect yourself in thisway, you will effectively close off the pendulum, and it will

not work in the way it should. You can prove this for yourself once you have become used to the

pendulum. Hold the pendulum in front of you and allow it to swing in the positive movement. While it

is swinging, cross your legs or bring your feet together. You will find that the pendulum will stop

moving.  Swing the pendulum gently back and forth to become familiar with the movement. Allow

the pendulum to swing in different directions. Deliberately swing the pendulum in gentle circles. You

might like to experiment with this while holding the thread at different lengths to see if the pendulum

moves more readily for you when held at a particular position. Most people find the best length of

thread is between four and five inches. Experiment, though, as you may find a shorter or longer

length works better for you. A friend of mine has to stand to use his pendulum, because the cord

attached to his pendulum is four feet long. (It is a good idea to tie a knot, or otherwise mark, the

chain or string at the length that feels best for you.)  Once you have become used to the feel of the

pendulum, stop the movements of the weight with your free hand. When the pendulum is still, ask it

which movement indicates a positive, or Â¿yesÂ¿ response. It makes no difference if you think the

question in your mind or say it aloud. Many people find that the pendulum will immediately respond

and provide the answer. However, if you have never used a pendulum before, it might take time

before it moves. Be patient. It will probably move only slightly at first, but if you keep on thinking

Â¿yes,Â¿ it will start moving more and more strongly.  Ultimately, it makes no difference if your first

experiment succeeds in five seconds, takes half an hour or even a week. Once you become used to

using it, the answers will come almost as soon as you suspend your pendulum. Over the years, I

have shown many people how to use a pendulum. When people have difficulty I find it helpful to

have them stare at the weight and imagine it moving to and fro. For some reason, the pendulum

almost always starts to move.  Another method that works well with people who find it hard to get

started, is to have someone who is proficient with the pendulum gently rest a hand on the

personÂ¿s shoulder (the right shoulder when the person is holding the pendulum in his or her right

hand). This simple action invariably causes the pendulum to start moving. If there is no one



available to help you in this way put the pendulum down for a few minutes, and then try again.  In

my experience, everyone is capable of using the pendulum. Consequently, there is no need to

worry how much time it takes to get your pendulum moving. You do not need to be specially gifted

or be the seventh son of a seventh son. The pendulum will start working more quickly in the hands

of someone who is open, imaginative, and receptive to new ideas, than it will when held by

someone who is logical, methodical, and precise. However, with practice, and a willingness to

suspend disbelief, anyone can become proficient at using the pendulum.  Practice for five minutes

at a time until the pendulum starts to respond. Once it has responded once, you will never have

problems of that sort again.  Your pendulum will move in one of four ways: it may move backward

and forward, from side to side, or swing in a circle, either clockwise or counterclockwise.  Make a

note of the response that indicates a Â¿yesÂ¿ answer for you. Then ask what response indicates

Â¿no,Â¿ Â¿I donÂ¿t knowÂ¿ and Â¿I donÂ¿t want to answer.Â¿  These responses will probably

remain the same for the rest of your life. However, it pays to check them every now and again. I

have known several people who have experienced changes in the responses of their pendulums.

The best time to check the responses is whenever you have not used the pendulum for a while. If

you are using it almost every day, the responses will stay the same. However, if you put it away for

a month or two, you should confirm that the responses are the same, just in case they have

changed.  Now you are ready to ask your pendulum any questions that can be answered with the

four possible responses.  Start by asking questions that you already know the answers for. You

might ask: "Am I male?" If you are, the pendulum should answer "yes." Obviously, the answer would

be Â¿noÂ¿ if you are female. You can ask similar questions about your name, age, marital status,

number of children, and so on.  The purpose of this is to get used to the movements of the

pendulum, and to demonstrate the validity of the answers it provides. You will find that it makes no

difference if you think the questions in your head or ask them out loud. The only times I ask

questions aloud are when I am with a client and want them to follow what is going on. A friend of

mine was embarrassed one day in a bookstore when he held his pendulum over a book and asked

out loud if he should buy it. He suddenly realized that several people were also watching his

pendulum to see what the answer would be.  Once the pendulum has confirmed the questions that

you know the answers to, you can start to ask it questions that you would like to know the answers

to. The pendulum is able to answer these because it can tap your subconscious mind for the

answers, and then bring them back to your conscious mind. Your conscious mind knows a

reasonable amount, but your powerful subconscious mind contains much, much more information.

You could compare your mind to an iceberg. The conscious mind is the small part above water, and



your subconscious is the much larger portion that is hidden from view.  Be careful with your

questions initially. This is because it is possible to override the movements of the pendulum with

your will. Let us assume, for example, that you are asking about the sex of an unborn baby. If you

secretly hope that it will be a girl, the pendulum will reflect your innermost desires and tell you that

the baby will be a girl, even if that is not the case.  Another example I remember is an acquaintance

who asked his pendulum who was going to win the presidential election in 1996. He had been a

lifelong Republican, and the pendulum gave him an answer that pleased him at the time. However,

it ultimately proved to be wrong, as Bill Clinton was re-elected. The pendulum was responding to his

deep, strong desire for a Republican victory.  Consequently, if you have an emotional involvement in

the outcome, it is better to ask someone who has no interest in the outcome to hold the pendulum

for you.  It is a simple matter to demonstrate how you can influence the movements of your

pendulum using the power of your mind. Suspend your pendulum and hold it still with your free

hand. When it is motionless, remove your hand, and ask the pendulum to move in aparticular

direction. You will find that after a few seconds the pendulum will move in the direction that you are

thinking about. Now, think about a different direction, and you will find that the pendulum will follow

your thoughts and move in the new direction.  Wishful thinking can also override the pendulum. If

you ask: "Am I GodÂ¿s gift to women?" the pendulum may give an honest answer (which would be

either "yes" or "no"). Alternatively, it might give you a mischievous answer ("I donÂ¿t know" or "I

donÂ¿t want to answer"), or the answer that you secretly want it to give. Bear this in mind whenever

you use the pendulum to answer questions.  The pendulum is not a plaything and should not be

used to ask flippant questions. If you ask serious questions, you will invariably receive honest and

correct answers. If you use it as a toy, you will receive the answers that you deserve.  The CouÃ©

Pendulum Test  Emile CouÃ© was a French psychologist in the first part of the twentieth century.

He became famous when he began encouraging people to use the affirmation: "Every day, in every

way, I am getting better and better." These simple words helped many people, and when CouÃ©

visited New York thousands of people were waiting on the docks to welcome him.  He devised this

simple test with the pendulum to demonstrate concentration.  You will need a circle, approximately

six inches in diameter, divided into quarters by two lines that form a cross (see Figure 1B, following

page).  Suspend the pendulum over the center of the cross and notice that the pendulum will move

to follow one of the two lines. Watch it swing, and notice that the strength of the movement will

increase.  Then, imagine the pendulum slowing down until it stops and then starting to move again,

this time following the other straight line.  If you like, you can repeat this experiment with your eyes

closed. You will find that this makes no difference to the result. When you open your eyes again, the



pendulum will be moving in the direction you visualized. As well as being a test in concentration, this

experiment also shows the power that you have over the pendulum. You can will it to move in any

direction you wish. There is no need to help the movement with your hand. Your mind is perfectly

capable of doing it on its own.  Another experiment that gives the same result is to close your eyes

while holding the pendulum. Mentally tell it to move in a clockwise direction. Wait fifteen seconds

and open your eyes. You will find that the pendulum is moving in a clockwise direction. Stop the

movement and close your eyes again. This time ask it to move in another direction, perhaps

counterclockwise or swinging from side to side. Again, when you open your eyes, you will see that

the pendulum has followed your silent command, even though consciously you did nothing to make

the pendulum move.  How to Ask Questions  Many people have a tendency to ask questions that

are impossible for the pendulum to answer with its limited range of responses. For example, the

pendulum would not be able to respond to: "Should I spend my summer vacation in New Orleans or

San Francisco?" In this instance, you should ask the question twice, once for each city. In fact, you

could enlarge on the question by asking, "Would I have an enjoyable time if I went to New Orleans

for my summer vacation?" Naturally,you would then have to ask the same question about San

Francisco.  You may receive a positive response to both locations. If this happens, you could then

ask,"Â¿Would I have a better time in New Orleans than I would have in San Francisco?" No matter

what the answer was, it would be a good idea to confirm the answer by asking the same question

with the cities reversed to see what the response is.  Focus on your question while holding the

pendulum. Repeat it over and over again in your mind. If any other thoughts come into your mind,

dismiss them and return to your question. This is because the pendulum may answer one of your

passing thoughts, rather than the important matter you are concentrating on.  Questions about work

and career are common, and the pendulum can be extremely useful in determining the best path to

follow. You can save time here by asking questions that include the words "instead of," "in

preference to" or "Â¿rather than." Here is an example: "Should I return to college and complete my

degree rather than carrying on with my current employment?" If the answer is positive, you will know

what to do. If the answer is negative, you can reverse the question and ask it again: "Should I stay

working at XYZ Corporation in preference to returning to college to complete my degree?"  Usually,

it is best to ask a series of simple questions, rather than trying to formulate one complicated

question that will answer everything with a single movement of the pendulum. In practice, you will

receive a clearer answer this way, and the time difference involved will be negligible.  Sometimes

you will receive the "I donÂ¿t want to answer" message. When this happens, look at the way in

which you asked the question. See if you can ask it again in a different form. You may find that you



receive an answer by turning the original question into two or three simpler questions that ultimately

answer your original question.  More Questions  You can use the pendulum in a number of different

ways. Something I find fascinating is to ask the pendulum questions about my earliest childhood. My

pendulum is able to tell me all sorts of things that I had long forgotten. By doing this I was able to

discover what my first words were, how old I was when I took my first steps, and a variety of other

information. If your parents are still alive you can ask them to confirm the pendulumÂ¿s answers. It

is fun to ask the pendulum questions of this sort, and your faith in the power of the pendulum will

increase as soon as the answers you receive have been verified by others.  You can also ask your

pendulum personal questions about yourself. "Am I afraid to reveal my innermost feelings?" "Am I a

good person?" Naturally, you need to evaluate any answers that your pendulum gives to personal

questions. As you know, your own needs and desires can overrule the movements of the pendulum.

Consequently, you may get the answer you want to receive, rather than an honest response.  It can

be interesting to ask the pendulum questions about other people in your life. Not long ago, distant

relatives of mine had a vacation in our city. Before they came to visit, I asked the pendulum several

questions about them, including their likes and dislikes. They were impressed when I was able to

hand round cups of tea, already knowing who liked black tea and who preferred white.  Several

months ago, a friendofmine was recuperating from an illness. He and I went away for a few days to

give his family a break. Before leaving on the trip, I used my pendulum to discover what movie he

would like to see while we were away, and what particular tourist attractions would most interest

him.  If my wife and I want to go to a movie and have no idea which one we should see, I ask my

pendulum. I usually suspend it over the advertisements in the daily paper, although I sometimes

simply ask it questions about each film.  Experiments like these are not earth shattering, but they

help to make life smoother and more interesting. The more you use the pendulum, the more uses

you will find for it.  Asking Questions about the Future  There is no reason why you should not ask

your pendulum questions about the future. However, if you ask questions about yourself, the

pendulum is likely to give you the answers that you desire. These may, or may not, be correct.  For

instance, you may want to know what the weather will be like on Thursday. Ask your pendulum if the

day will be fine. Once you have determined this, you can ask further questions about the

temperature, how cloudy or sunny the day will be, and so on.  Once you start using the pendulum,

friends will want you to use it to predict the outcome of certain events, such as gambling. In my

experience, the pendulum does not like to be asked questions of this nature, and will either decline

to answer or else give you misleading or incorrect information.  Someone I know used the pendulum

to try to pick the winners of horse races. It worked well initially, and he began placing larger and



larger bets. Unfortunately for him, the pendulum began giving incorrect information and he lost the

money that he had made. He finally realized what was going on, and stopped betting on horse

races. In the end, he found himself in the exact same situation he had been in before starting to

gamble.  When Should I Use the Pendulum?  There is no right or wrong time in which to use the

pendulum. It is a tool that is ready for you to use whenever the need or desire arises. I usually carry

a pendulum with me everywhere I go, but may not use it for weeks on end. Then I may consult it

three times in a single day.  I know people who ask their pendulums questions about absolutely

everything that is going on in their lives. These people must use their pendulums several times each

day. I also know people who set aside time every week to ask their pendulums questions about the

next seven days. I prefer to use my pendulum only when I feel the need.  Consequently, you can

use your pendulum whenever you wish. Many people use their pendulums a great deal when they

first become interested in the subject, and gradually use them less and less, until they are

consulting them only on important matters that are going on in their lives. Others consult them all

the time. It makes no difference how often you use your pendulum. It is a tool to be used, and you

should use it whenever it feels right for you.  How Does It Work?  For at least two hundred years

people have known that unconscious, involuntary movements of the hand holding the pendulum

cause the pendulum to move. The subconscious mind of the person holding the pendulum causes

the muscles to react unconsciously. This is known as an ideomotor response (ideomeans "ideal"

and motor means "movement"). The pendulum amplifies responses that would otherwise be too

small to be noticed. Consequently, the answers are coming from inside you.  Michel-EugÃ¨ne

Chevreul spent twenty years studying the pendulum, and one of his experiments proved this. He

supported the arm on a block of wood at different places between the shoulder and the hand. He

found that the movements of the pendulum decreased as the block of wood came closer to the

hand. The movements of the pendulum stopped completely when the fingers that were holding the

pendulum rested on the piece of wood.  However, Chevreul also noticed that he entered a different

state of awareness while using the pendulum and came to the conclusion that there was a definite

relationship between his thoughts and the movements of the pendulum. ChevreulÂ¿s influence on

the subject was such, that even today, some people call the pendulum "ChevreulÂ¿s pendulum." 

The pendulum gives us access to our subconscious minds. It could be said that it is an extension of

our central nervous system. Consequently, it is not the pendulum that is providing you with

information. The information is coming from your subconscious mind, and is being communicated

through your nervous system. The pendulum is amplifying the messages from your nervous system.

 A criticism that is sometimes made is that if we can influence the movements of the pendulum by



using our minds, surely any information provided must be suspect. In fact, the opposite is the case.

The pendulum enables us to tap into our subconscious minds whenever we wish. The subconscious

mind can access the universal mind that knows the answers to everything. This is why we

sometimes go to bed at night with a problem and wake up in the morning with the answer. While we

were asleep, our subconscious mind asked the universal mind for the answer, and faithfully passed

it on to us when we woke up. We do much the same thing when we are using a pendulum. The

pendulum accesses our subconscious minds, which in turn taps into the universal mind, and the

pendulum gives us the answer.  Consequently, we can ask the pendulum any question at all, and

receive an answer from the universal mind. The best results occur when there is a genuine need for

the answer. Your questions need not concern matters of life and death, but they should relate to

matters that are important to you.  You can develop your skills with the pendulum by practicing

experiments that may sometimes appear flippant or lighthearted. However, in practice, you are more

likely to be successful in finding your lost car keys than in determining which of seven coins a friend

touched. The pendulum will provide the answers to both questions, but will invariably perform better

in answering serious, important questions.  Mastering the Pendulum  The pendulum is deceptively

easy to use. However, you will need to practice with it as much as you can to become an expert. As

with anything else, the more you practice, the more proficient you will get. You are bound to make

mistakes when you first start using the pendulum, but these will become fewer as you progress. 

You will move ahead more quickly if you follow a few rules:  Never use the pendulum frivolously. If

you can make the decision yourself, without using your pendulum, leave it in its bag.  Do not ask the

same question twice at the samesession. This implies doubt. You must trust the answers your

pendulum gives you.  Never Â¿show offÂ¿ your abilities with the pendulum.  Ask someone else to

work the pendulum if you are emotionally involved in the outcome.  Use the pendulum for good

purposes only.  As well as this, do not let other people use your pendulum. Your pendulum

becomes attuned to you, and you do not want other peopleÂ¿s energies interfering with this. I have

a selection of pendulums that I let other people use, but I also have several that I do not allow

anyone else to touch. Keep your pendulum in its pouch or bag when you are not using it, and keep

it close to you. This protects it and keeps it away from potentially harmful energies.  If you do this,

you will progress quickly and smoothly. You will find that using the pendulum will make you more

sensitive, aware, and intuitive in every area of your life. As this occurs, your skill with the pendulum

will multiply.  The pendulum is a tool that can help you immensely. Use it wisely, and enjoy the

many benefits it can provide.



This was a very good introduction to using the pendulum to get in touch with your intuition. It is

related to self-hypnosis but is faster and easier to learn, not requiring a trance state to be effective

(although that certainly helps). For those already familiar with self-hypnosis, this book still has a lot

of helpful information. It has good exercises, including questions to ask your subconscious mind that

can identify the internal conflicts that are preventing you from achieving your goals in life. You will

learn a variety of positive affirmations, how to change self-destructive programmed behavior

patterns, as well as how to uncover the truth of what you really believe about yourself and others,

etc.There is also a brief but informative chapter on the Hawaiian shamanic "magic" system of Huna

that is quite fascinating. For further reading on that subject, I recommend Edith Hoffman's excellent

and easy to understand book,Â Huna: A Beginner's Guide. It is by far the best, most honest, and

helpful book on the subject.Pendulum Magic is easy to read and understand. You will, of course,

need a pendulum to do any of the exercises. These are sold separately (usually for between ten

and thirty bucks online or in occult shops depending on how cool and fancy you want to get). You

can save time and money by making your own pendulum: simply tie any weighted (preferably

pointy) object to a sturdy string (pointy side facing down).Â The Pendulum KitÂ is another good

beginner's guide (nicely illustrated) and has the added advantage of including an actual pendulum

in the box, but it is nowhere near as in-depth as this book.You may also be interested inÂ Pendulum

Charts, which provides a ton of different charts to psychically "diagnose" a variety of issues (health,

etc.).One important note to be aware of is to avoid using the pendulum (or any device, such as a

Ouija board) to communicate with spirits. The pendulum can be just as dangerous, if not more so,

as spirit communication with it tends to be much more rapid and easy than other means, especially

if you don't know what you're doing, are not centered and grounded, overly trusting, or are full of

negative emotions which draw and feed likeminded entities. As a general rule of thumb, unless you

are well-versed in the subject, are free of negative emotions, centered and protected, never talk to

spirits. Most malevolent ones will try to trick you into believing they are positive, helpful ones in an

effort to gain your trust, confidence, and use them to gain more and more importance and control.

Whether or not you believe spirits are actual, separate supernatural entities or merely subconscious

archetypes that reside in all human minds, they can be quite dangerous to interact with. If you find

yourself dealing with an unwelcome spirit, there are a variety of do it yourself "compassionate

exorcism" books suitable for any belief system to send these spirits into the Light (or at least, away

from you). It is also possible to successfully perform such an exorcism on yourself. So you can

certainly get yourself out of bad situations, but it's better to avoid them altogether. TryÂ Exorcism:

How to Clear at a Distance a Spirit Possessed Person,Spirit Release: A Practical Handbook,



andÂ Spirit Releasement Therapy: A Technique Manual, although this latter book presupposes you

to have a working knowledge of hypnosis.Unfortunately, most books on New Age spirituality, magic,

self-hypnosis, and the development of psychic abilities (including this one) only talk up the positive

aspects of opening your mind to the secrets of the subconscious and/or the supernatural. They fail

to mention that bad things can and do happen: repressed memories of past traumas flooding back,

spirit possession, insanity, etc. I do not blame tools like the pendulum, but rather the people who

use them incorrectly, and authors who fail to properly warn, guide, and ground readers in how to

use them safely.

Is a very interesting book that I will need to do more reading to see these things work. I bought it

mostly to understand and see how well the pendulum may work. Just curious about it. book came in

great shape I have no complaints.

I bought the paper back book before I bought the kindle version. I ended up getting the kindle

edition because I loaned the book out and didn't get it back.It is a very informative book on the

pendulum. I didn't know it was so easy to use the pendulum before I bought the book. It tells you a

lot of information on it and very quickly.In my opinion a must have.

One of the best pendulum books I have ever read. Easy to follow as well as full of good information.

Thank you!

Simple clear and very good tutelage for a novice or beginner. I recommend it. Clear print size,

letters not too tinny with tideous and boring suggestibility. Nicely written.

This is a good book for beginners. I bought this book and a pendulum for a friend who has been

showing interest in pendulums. I skimmed through it before giving it to her. It shows different ways

of using your pendulum and how to cleanse and charge it.

But the only hard thing, I know of at least for me, is that I'm a novice and don't know a thing about

wiccans and the supernatural but this book was so hard to understand , at least from where I am

and don't know a thing about it all ...

Enjoyed the book and very well written
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